EUROWORD 8

A. Goddess of love in Greek mythology
   Aphrodite

B. Famous and exquisite crystal from the Czech Republic, a word that is also sometimes applied to the way of life of an artist.
   Bohemia (crystal glass)

C. Eastern European mountain range forming a large arc along the borders of Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Serbia, Ukraine, Romania and northern Hungary.
   Carpathians

D. Greek currency before the adoption of the euro
   Drachma

E. Volcano located on the Italian island of Sicily.
   Etna

F. Public space in ancient Roman cities with commercial, financial, religious and judicial functions
   Forum

G. Given name of Scottish scientist and inventor of the telephone
   Graham (Bell)

H. Son of the god Zeus who carried out the twelve trials.
   Hercules

I. Greek epic and oldest poem written by Homer
   Iliad
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J. A character created by Shakespeare in love with Romeo.
   Juliet

(Contains the) K. Greek lasagne-like recipe with layers of minced meat, aubergine and tomato, covered with béchamel sauce and baked in the oven.
   MusaKa

L. Given name of the famous painter of the Mona Lisa and the name of a training programme for young people in the European Union.
   Leonardo

M. Surname of Robert Schuman's political advisor and inspiration for the Schuman Plan, from which today's European Union was born.
   Monnet

N. Open sea connected to the Atlantic by the English Channel.
   North

O. Type of musical show performed at La Scala in Milan
   Opera

P. A kind of traditional Italian pancake, made with kneaded wheat flour, on top of which cheese, fried tomato and other ingredients such as anchovies, olives, etc. are added.
   Pizza

Q. Name of the Don created by Cervantes famous for his adventures with Sancho Panza.
   Quixote

R. Mechanical puzzle cube whose faces are divided into squares of the same colour, created in Hungary.
   Rubik

S. Surname of the English playwright and poet, author of, among others, "Hamlet", "Othello" and "A Midsummer Night's Dream".
   Shakespeare
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T. Perennial bulbous plant, the main producer of which is the Netherlands.
   Tulip

U. Name of the mountain range that is considered to be the natural border between Europe and Asia.
   Urals

V. Famous Almodovar’s film from 2006 with Penélope Cruz starring and Carlos Gardel’s tango, turned into flamenco, and sung by Estrella Morente.
   Volver

W. Where Lewis Carroll's Alice lived
   Wonderland

(Contains the) X. Social situation of economic, professional or political disadvantage caused by the difficulty to integrate into the social system and included in one of the objectives of the Europe 2020 Strategy.
   EXclusion

(Contains the) Y. The Madame depicted by the realist author Gustave Flaubert in his famous novel of 1857, who searched for romance outside her unsatisfactory marriage.
   BovarY

Z. What is the capital of Croatia?
   Zagreb